WHILE LINDSEY GRAHAM
WAS STALLING MERRICK
GARLAND’S
CONFIRMATION HE WAS
HOPING FOR IMMINENT
HUNTER BIDEN AND
JOHN DURHAM NEWS
One of the very last things Lindsey Graham did
as Senate Judiciary Chair was to send a letter
to Acting Attorney General Monty Wilkinson
urging him not to do anything about two
investigations that — according to his addled
little brain — “Democrats would rather go away.”
In addition to the Delaware investigation of
Hunter Biden, Lindsey included the John Durham
investigation in that.
I was even the primary sponsor of
bipartisan legislation, favorably
reported out of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, to protect Special Counsel
Mueller’s probe from being terminated.
Special Counsel Mueller of course found
no evidence of collusion between the
Trump campaign and Russia, but it was
important for public trust that the
probe be completed without interference.
We now find the shoe on the other foot.
We have two properly predicated, ongoing
investigations Democrats would rather go
away: Special Counsel John Durham’s
investigation of the Crossfire Hurricane
investigation and the investigation by
the Delaware U.S. Attorney’s Office into
Hunter Biden. Special Counsel Durham’s
probe has already yielded a felony
conviction.
I am writing to respectfully request
that you refrain from interfering in any

way with either investigation while the
Senate processes the nomination of Judge
Merrick Garland to the position of
Attorney General. The American public
deserve the truth and must know that
these investigations will continue
without political interference.

There’s a lot that’s ridiculous about this
letter. It is laughably false to claim that
Mueller “found no evidence of ‘collusion,'” —
that would be a false claim even if Lindsey had
used the legally relevant term of “conspiracy.”
The shoe is not on the other foot. In
contradistinction to Trump’s incessant focus on
the Russian investigation, there has been no
peep about these investigations from the Biden
White House. Instead, Hunter Biden rolled out a
book deal the other day, which led his father to
focus on the import of recovery from addiction,
not legal risk.
Lindsey waves Durham’s single felony conviction
around — as compared to Mueller’s much more
productive investigation and based on evidence
entirely derived from Michael Horowitz’
investigation — even after presiding FISA Judge
James Boasberg concluded that Kevin Clinesmith
did not commit that crime out of any ill-will
and sentenced him to a year of probation.
It’s just such a pathetic effort to sustain
conspiracy theories Trump chased, and in spite
of the Fox News piece on this letter quoting
someone that sounds remarkably like Lindsey
Graham talking about an ongoing investigation he
shouldn’t know about off the record, it’s not
actually clear that either of these will result
in a showy prosecution. Hell, for all we know,
Durham has shifted his focus to what the FBI
Agents who were sending pro-Trump tweets on
their phones did during the investigation or why
Bill Barr’s DOJ submitted altered documents to a
criminal docket, precisely the crime Clinesmith
pled guilty to.

To repeat, Graham wrote this to urge Wilkinson,
who remains in charge of DOJ and oversees the
Durham investigation (Acting Deputy Attorney
General John Carlin probably oversees the Hunter
Biden one) because Merrick Garland remains the
most senior Cabinet official who hasn’t been
confirmed yet. This was one of his last acts as
Chair of SJC.
But the other major final stunt before handing
his gavel over to Dick Durbin was precisely that
delay. In spite of Garland’s bipartisan support
and in spite of Durbin’s exhortations to stop
delaying, Lindsey simply didn’t take up
Garland’s nomination when he counterparts were
doing so. And so DOJ may not get a confirmed
Attorney General until late February or early
March.
Probably, Lindsey primarily stalled this
confirmation just to impose a price on Democrats
for impeaching the former President.
But I had been wondering whether Lindsey didn’t
have more in mind, perhaps the delay of charges
that DOJ would not unseal without Garland’s
sanction. And that may be the case.
But along with that delay, Lindsey has also
delayed his opportunity to obtain assurances
from Garland that he’ll leave these two
investigations Lindsey is obsessed about
untouched.

